Absorbed dose from secondary electrons in high energy photon beams.
The absorbed dose in high energy photon beams due to scattered electrons from the irradiated air volume and from beam-shaping platforms has been calculated using the Fermi-Eyges theory of multiple scattering. The results are presented as lateral surface absorbed dose distributions across the field for three different radiation qualities, namely 60Co, 6 MV and 21 MV X-rays. For 60Co the relative absorbed dose due to electrons expelled in air reaches a value as high as 30% of the absorbed dose at dose maximum at a field size 40 X 40 cm2 and an SSD of 100 cm. The absorbed dose from electrons emanating from beam-shaping platforms contribute significantly to the absorbed dose at the surface when the platform is placed closer than 20--40 cm from the surface for field sizes greater than 10 X 10 cm2 to 40 X 40 cm2 respectively.